Blue Spirit Kids Vision Board Poster Kit
livewithyourlighton.com

This is a visual tool that helps kids clarify what they want to achieve in their life. It's a fun & creative activity that will teach kids about The Law of Attraction, manifesting, mantras (positive thinking) and the vibration of color. It will help them set goals, dream, identify what they want to feel, explore and try new things, be grateful for people they love and who inspires them. The guidance booklet's outline helps them to organize their thoughts and coloring the poster is a great meditation.

Set Includes:
19x27 Coloring Poster & Guidance Booklet with Outline (Kennedy Style Poster)

Price $14.95 + Shipping
**Shipping is FREE if you order multiple Vision Boards**

"I believe the magic of Vision Boards are one of life’s many gifts you can learn. You (alongside the universe) co-create your reality. It is something science can’t quite explain, but once you’ve
experienced it for yourself, you'll know that every thought we have is heard by the universe, and our intentions are powerful tools in shaping our reality. I was not introduced to Vision Boards until my late 30's and the thought of kids learning this early in life is so inspiring to me! I believe it will help change kids perspective and see the magic this universe really holds" Megan C. (Creator of Blue Spirit Kids)

21 VISION BOARD QUESTIONS FOR KIDS
lebrickfamily.com

Do your kids know what they really want in life? If not, how can we help them find out? The Vision Board Questions for Kids was created specifically to help them discover that.

Family Vision Boards
21flavorsofspendor.com